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A new occurrence of fossil acrothoracican cir
ripedes: Trypetesa polonica sp. n. in hermitted 
gastropod shells from the Korytnica Basin (Mid
dle Miocene; Holy Cross . Mountains, Central 
Poland), and its bearing on behavioral evolution 

of the genus Trypetesa 

ABSTRACT: A new species of acrothoracican cirripedes, Trypetesa polonica sp. n., is established 
upon their borings emplaced in gastropod shells occurring in the Middle Miocene deposits (the 
Korytnica Clays) of the Holy Cross Mountains, Central Poland. The new species is recognized as an 
obligate commensal to the hermit crabs which inhabited some of the selected (thick-walled, 
high-spired, and/or spacious) gastropod shells. The morphology of borings is comparable to that of 
the present-day species, especially of the pan-Atlantic species Trypetesa lampas (HANCOCK, 1849) and 
the Californian species Trypetesa lateralis TOMLINsoN,.1953, to the latter of which the new species was 
supposedly an ancestor. A peculiar feature of borings in some species of the genus Trypetesa, the 
newly established T. polonica sp. n. including, namely the presence of the accessory exit produced by 
the external mantle flap is interpreted as having been constructed to involve a passive flow of water 
(the so-called prairie-dog's effect). This was required by the Trypetesa specimens to ensure further 
food supplies and thus to survive in the case when the gastropod shell had been discarded by the 
hermit crab. The Trypetesa to hermit crabs relationship, recognized for the Miocene representatives, 
is postulated to have resulted from a refuge of one stock of acrothoracican cirripedes from their 
former endolithic mode of life. The behavior of the modern Trypetesa species, heritaged from their 
Miocene forerunners, is consequently dated back some over 15 m. y. ago (Langhian to Serravalian 

stage interval) .. 

INTRODUCTION 

The scope of the present paper is to report on a unique fossil material of 
borings produced by acrothoracican cirripedes in some gastropod shells, and 
occurring in the Korytnica Clays of Miocene age. The collected borings, which 
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Fig. 1 

Paleogeographic location of the Middle Miocene (Badenian) deposits yielding the investigated 
acrothoracican cirripedes, Trypetesa polonica sp. n., in the Korytnica Basin on the southern slopes of 

the Holy Cross Mountains, Central Poland (adopted/rom: BALUK & RADWANSKI 1977, Figs 1-2) 
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are reasonably distant to any of the hitherto known ancient borings attributed to 
acrothoracican cirripedes, are well compatible with those of the present-day 
genus Trypetesa. A morphological analysis of the borings classified as of a new 
species, Trypetesa polonica sp. n., and their paleobiological interpretation allow 
to demonstrate a new record of "the present-day taxa" in ancient times (c! 
RAoWANSKI 1977, p. 258; RINoSBERG 1990, p. 61; see also lIANrzsCHEL 1975, pp. 
Wl36-Wl39), and to study the behavior of the genus Trypetesa back to the 
Miocene, some over 15 million years ago. 

Within the ubiquitous organic communities which make the fame of the 
Korytnica Clays, the Trypetesa specimens belong to rather rare fossils. The total 
collected assemblage comprises about 260 specimens contained in less than 100 
gastropod shell~ (see Table 1 and Plates 1-6). 

GEOLOGIC SETIING OF THE LOCALITY 

The Korytnica Clays which have yielded the Trypetesa material are making 
up an about 40-60 meters thick sequence of yellow clays deposited in the 
Korytnica Basin. This basin was a small (c. 5 sq kms) and shallow, terminal part 
of a larger bay, the Korytnica Bay, which developed during the Middle Miocene 
transgression onto the southern slopes of the Holy Cross Mountains in Central 
Poland (see Text-fig. 1 andRAowANsKI 1969, 1970; BALUK. & RAoWANSKI 1977). 

A - Paleogeographic setting of the Korytnica Basin in the Middle Miocene of Europe: a - North 

Sea Basin, b - Atlanic gulfs (Brittany, Touraine and Anjou Basin, Aquitanian Basin, Lisbon Basin), 
c - Western Mediterranean Basin ( = Tethys Basin), d - Paratethys basins (symbol d covers the area 
of the Vienna Basin, with the locality Grund, and the western part of the Pannonian Basin, with 
locality Varpalota, both mentioned in the text), e - Euxinian Basin; rectangled is the area enlarged in 

Text-fIg. IB 

B - Extent of the Middle Miocene (Badenian) sea in the Fore-Carpathian Depression (stippled); 
rectangled is the area enlarged in Text-fIg. IC 

C-Middle Miocene (Badenian) shoreline and extent of the bays on the southern slopes of the Holy 
Cross Mountains; preserved localities of littoral strnctures are marked with black spots along the 

shoreline; asterisked is the Korytnica Basin situated in the terminal part of the Korytnica Bay 
Within the inland areas distinguished are the occurrence zones of: 1 Cambrian (including locally 
Ordovician and Silurlan), 2 Devonian, 3 Triassic, 4 Jurassic, 5 Cretaceous; marked with heavy dashes 

are the ridges in morphology that separate particular bays 

D - Paleoenvironmental sketch of the southern part of the Korytnica Basin. Indicated are: marine 
area of the Korytnica Basin during the Middle Miocene (Badenian) transgression (blank) and 
present-day outcrops of the Korytnica Clays (stippled), preserved fragments of littoral strnctures 

(circled), land or island areas along the seashore (hachured) 

Zp - Biotopes of the acrothoracican borings ZapJella .pattei SAINT-SEINE, within the littoral rubble 
and fragmentary abraslOn surface 

a - b - Line of schematic cross-section presented in Text-fIg. 2 
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OCCURRENCE OF TRYPETESA IN THE KORYTNICA BASIN 

All the investigated Trypetesa specimens were found in gastropod shells of 
various genera and species, abundantly distributed in middle and upper to 
uppermost parts of the Korytnica Clays sequence (see Text-fig. 2). The other 
shelly or skeletal materials from the Korytnica Clays (other mollusks, corals, 
echinoderms) have not been infested by Trypetesa. No Trypetesa borings have 
also been found in rocky shores widely distributed along the shores of the 
Korytnica Basin which are well readable in the present-day topography. Within 
this littoral zone, all structural elements (abrasion surfaces, cliff rubbles) are 
profusely bored by diverse rock-borers (sponges, polychaetes, bivalves), among 
which ZapJella pattei SAINT-SEINE was noted rarely in very local occurrences (see 
Text-fig. ID). 

The frequency of the Trypetesa-infected gastropod shells in the Korytnica 
Clays was rather low. Of the scanned specimens, numbering over 30. 000, merely 
a hundred (99) was taken by Trypetesa. The majority of shells of the much 
diversified gastropod assemblage of the Korytnica Clays (total is about 800 
species; see BAI.UK 1975; BAI.UK & RADWANSKI 1977, p. 98) were more or less 
rapidly buried, thus having been preserved almost fresh and even with their 
coloration. Only a part ofthe assemblage, estimated as about 10%, underwent to 
bioerosional damage, epibionthic overgrowth, and/or colonization by secon
dary inhabitants (= squatters). Of the squatters, the most spectacular is the 
slipper-limpet Crepidula crepidula (LINNAEUS) which preferably occupied the 
shells longer exposed on the bottom (see BAI.UK & RADWANSKI 1977, 1985). 

The Trypetesa specimens appear within the gastropod shells of the Korytnica 
Clays (see Table 1) either singly or in groups composed of several (usually, up to 
3 - 5) individuals. Greater numbers (17 - 18, and once 32) are quite sporadic 
(see PI. 2, Fig. 1). The single borings, as a rule, are larger than those occurring in 

b 

Fig. 2. Idealized section through the southern part the Korytnica Basin (compare Text-fig. I D) during 
sedimentation of the topmost part of the Korytnica Clays, to show a part of the sequence yielding the 
investigated acrothoracican cirripedes, Trypetesa polonica sp. n., in hermitted gastropod shells 

(adopted/rom: BAWK & RAOWANSKI 1977, Fig. 6C) 

Within the sedimentary basin are indicated areas of depqsition of the littoral oyster shellbed (os), 
successive numbers (E, lI, and Ill) of the Korytnica Clays, as well as biotopes taken by littoral kelp 

and seagrass beds; for the distance to the shoreline see the scale in Text-fig. ID 
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Table I 
Examples of distribution of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. in shells of some gastropod species from the 

Korytnica Clays 

GASTROPOD SPBCIBS 

Rostel1arla dentllte GRATI!LOUP. 

Speclmen 110. 1 - "e" PI. 3, 1"1g. 3 
.... - 2 - see Pl •. 3, Pig. 7 

Trlton nodlferum Ll\IIlIRCIC. 

Specimen 110. 3 • 
-"R - 4 - a_ Pl. 3, 1"1g. 2 

Trlton tllrbe111anum GRATBLOUP. 

spac1men 110. 5 
.:.. .. - 6 

RIlnella marglnata (MARTINI). 

S~illHln Ha. 7 - •• 81 Pl. 2, 1'1g_ 1 
..: ." - 8 
- 11 - 9 
- • - 10 
- .. - 11 
- • - 12 
- • - 13 - see PI. 3, 1'1g. 4 
_'11 - 14 

_ aU8trl1lCiUB TOURIIouiR. 
Specii .... n 110.15 - see PI. I, I"lg8 1a-1b 

- • - 16 - see PI. I, I"1g. 4 
- H" - 17 
- 11 - 18 
- 11 - 19 
- .. - 20 

AnCl111l glllndiform1s (LAllARCK). 

Speclmen 110. U 
- n - 22 
- 11 - 23 
- • - 24 
- 11 - 25 
- • - 26 
- .. - 27 
- • - 28 - ... PI. 6, Plg. 2 
- n - 29 
- • - 30 
- .. - 31 
- .. - 32 - see Pl. 3, P1g_ 1 

BYe1 tla lnermis (PUSCH). 

Specimen 110.33 - "ee PI. 5, 1"1g" 21l-2b 
- • - 34 

C11lvatu1a granulatoclncta (IdIllSTBR)' 

specimen 110.35 - 8a" PI. I, 1'1l1li 2a-2c 
- • - 36 

Clavatula asparulate (LAMARC1CI. 
specimen 110.37 

.:.. .. - 38 - •• 81 Pl. 4, 1'1q. 2 
- • - 39 
- 11 - 40 
- .. - 41 
- ,,- 42 - 8a" PI. 5, I"lg,,3a-3b 
- 11 - 43 
- ,,- 44 - s"" PI. 6, 1"1gs 51l-5b 
- 11 _ 45 
- n - 46 

Ter"brll fu"catll (8ROCCIII). 

Speclman No.47 - """ PI. 4, Plg. 1 

Humber of 
_peei_ns 

of 

:m2!:!!! 
1!2!:!!!!!!!! "p.n. 

In. 

;;,;~; - r;:;'~l' 
WIIll ----- ----
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1 centimeter in diameter) boring in the interior of gastropod Shells inhabited by 
hermit crabs in the shallowest waters (see TOMLINSON 1953, 1955, 1%9a,b; 
NEWMAN 1979). 

Of these three families, only the Tryp~tesidae were reported from ~ncient 
deposits. The two such records concern: (i) Unnamed fmIlls occurring.inan 
Upper Cretaceous echinoid test, presented and supposedly compared to Alcippe 

· (= Tr:ypetesa, see NORMAN 19Q3) by JOYSEY (1959), arid subsequently a.t~rfb1ited 
to the falnily Trypetesidae by TOMLINSON.{1963, p. 165J;.(ii) Upper Paloozoic 

· (pennsylvanian to lowetmost ·Pennian) forms from· the. United States, named 
Trypetesa caveata by TOMLINSON (1963) who established this.speci~s upori the. 
boringspreserved iii the exterior of bivalve shells; an attribution ofthese forms to 
the genlls,·TrYpe"tesa was objected by S'EILAC"iIER, (1 969, :p.709) and' NEWMiN 

... ' (1979, p, 410; see (llso.H1-NTZSClIEL 1975,pp'.,W138-W139J. i\nyway. the~tVY9 
"i'ecords:spsaI,(Cleaflyabollt a habitat ofaricient Tqpetesa species different ,than 
,:thaiofmode~nr~reSentlltives ofthis genus, as .already w~p~.ndtea'by NEWMA~~ . 

ZULLO & WITHERS (l969,'p. 'R272)~' • . "'- .."~" ..• '.... .~. 
· -All other acrotlioracicanhoringsreported ftomancrent deposits datirig back 
to the Middi« Devoniall {s~e.SAI~rr:-S~IN~19$1, i 95~;.COD"Ei&$AiNT-Sf!INE 19.57; 
VOIGT. 1958;' 1959,: 1967b;.ScHLAUbT'&;Y gPNG '1960;,~9PDA&'Fi~i3:R"H}6];;' 
TOMLINsoN,1963; TAYLOR 1965; RODRIGUEz&GuiscfgcK 1970,'j977)'have' . 
evidently got a status of trace fossils, ,and· should theniforebedassified'as 
ichnotaxa, what was briefly argued by NEWMAN,ZOLLO &WmiERS (1969, pp. 
R251-R2~2 .andR272).who classifieci theI)1 into two (ichno)familles '·.of 
unknown systema.tic positioh,.as.foliQWs: . . . ..~ . . . 

" .. '. 

·the,.Rogerellidae,.with t,he only 'germs Rogerella SAlN1;-SEI'NE, 1951; . .' . 
the Zapfellidae, with the type genus ZapJella SAIN1;-SEINE, 1954, and two otherge'nera, 

, . 

Concerning theborings (incorrectly called the burrows, see BROMLEY 1970, p. 
50), it was stated by NEWMAN, ZULLO & WITHERS (1969, p. R272) that in the fossil 
material only the genera Trypetesa and Cryptophialus can be recognized by the 
form of their borings alone. . 

A peculiar morphology of the Trypetesa borings, differing them from all 
other acrothoracican borings, will be described hereafter. In regard with the 
genus Cryptophialus, this statement appeared from the discovery of "migrating" 
or "motile" boril1gs (BATHAM & TOMLINSON' 1965), the featurescof which are also 
met in the ichnogenus Rogerella. Recent investigations by GRYGIER & NEwMAN 
(1985) showed, however, that such very features are shared by some represen
tatives of the family Lithoglyptidae (genera Lithoglyptes and Weltneria). In the 
fossil material these features are also displayed by the classic material of the 
firstly discovered ancient acrothoracican borings by ZAPFE (1936) in gastropod 
shells from the Miocene deposits of Hungary (locality Varpalota) and Austria 
(locality Grund; see Text-fig. lA). This material has still remained unnamed 
specifically, although it inspired SAINT-SEINE to establish a new genus ZapJella in 
1954, and its original picture was twice used to illustrate that taxon (HANTZSCHEL 
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1962, Fig. 144/1a and 1975, Fig. 83/2c). Its close resemblance to the modern 
genus Lithoglyptes (the species L. indicus AURIVILLIUS) was emphasized already 
by ZAPFE (1936) himself, and noted by SAINT-SEINE (1954), as well as accepted 
recently by GRYGIER & NEWMAN (1985). 

From ichnological point of view, presented in the Treatise on Invertebrate 
Paleontology, Part W (first edition 1962, second edition 1975) by HANTZSCHEL 
(1962, 1975), all ancient acrothoracican borings are classified as ichnogenera and 
any higher taxa (e. g., ichnofamilies) are not taken into consideration. 

Not discussed herein is the taxonomic system of the fossil acrothoracican 
borings established by TOMLINSON (1969a) which has neither been introduced by 
NEWMAN, ZULLO & WITHERS (1969) to the Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, 
Part R, nor by HANTZSCHEL (1975) to its Part W (second edition). 

In this system, the ancient families Zapfellidae and Rogerellidae, the both based solely upon the 
borings, are treated as compatible with those establisedupon present-day animals. They both are 
synonymized (TOMLINSON 1969a, pp. 31 and 151) with the family Lithoglyptidae AURIVILLIUS, 1892, the 
diagnosis of which is based on soft parts of the cirripede body. 

Furthermore, the genus Zap/ella SAINT-SEINE, 1954, is not accepted by TOMLINSON (1969a), and its 
type species, Zap/ella pattei SAINT-SEINE, 1954, is distributed throughout the other genera and species 
(see TOMLINSON 1969a, pp. 134-138). The referenced specimens from the Korytnica Basin, reported by 
the co-author of the present paper (RADWA"NSKI 1964), are included by TOMLINSON (1969a, p. 138) to 
"Nymites sacculus MAGDEFRAU, 1937". The latter ichnogenus [recte Nygmites (!)] is dubious, both in 
regard with its authorship, nature of taxa included, and paleobiological interpretation (compare 
H!l.NTZSCHEL 1962, p. W230; and 1975, pp. Wl30-Wl31). In a comprehensive study of the Mesozoic 
belemnicolid borings, VOiGT (1972, p. 122) puts the ichnospecies sacculus ofMAGDEFRAU (1937) to the 
ichnogenus Brachyzap/es which should be correctly ascribed to CODEZ & SAINT-SEINE, 1957, and which 
is evidently separate to Zap/ella, the latter having been regarded as a valid ichnotaxon (see 
HANTZSCHEL 1975, p. Wl36). 

It should be noted, that some reports on ancient acrothoracican borings have 
not offered any taxonomy at all (SCHLAUDT & YOUNG 1960; RODDA & FISHER 
1962; Ross 1965; RODRIGUEZ & GUTSCHICK 1970, 1977). 

Moreover, it is to note that still under discussion is the problem of the hosts 
being live or dead when bored by the ancient acrothoracicans (see review by 
RODRIGUEZ & GUTSCHICK 1970, 1977). In modern acrothoracicans, the nature of 
the substrate (dead or live) is not however fully recognized as yet (see UTINOMI 
1950; TOMLINSON 1969a, b; SEILACHER 1969; BROMLEY 1970). 

A reaction of the host to the acrothoracican borings in modern environments 
was once ascribed by BROMLEY (1970, p. 63, Fig. 4.1) to a lithoglyptid, Kochlorine 
hamata NOLL, living in the shell of the gastropod Haliotis. The original picture 
presented by NOLL (1875, PI. 6, Fig. 16) does not, however, offer a basis for such 
thinking: it shows a broken piece of an abolone shell, in which a blister on the 
inner shellside has no connection to any Kochlorine hamata borings. 

In ancient acrothoracicans, some fOlms of the ichnogenus Rogerella. when met 
in echinoid tests (see SAINT-SEINE 1951, 1955, 1956), were suggested by SEILACHER 
(1969, pp. 713-715 and Fig. 5) to had lived commensally with these echinoderms, 
but this interpretation was soonafter objected by BROMLEY (1970, pp. 69-70). 
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howe~er nOt ~bvio1is sihcethe arigimil phot~s' of poor quality (M,wSEN& Wo~~ 1965, PI. 1, 'Figs 
,1 and 3:5)iIlilSirate,ratherunru;terini~ai)le 'borings:rinl g!lstropod-diilliilg' appearance. --, ' 

BORING BEHA VIOR OF MODERN TRYPETESA 

General aspects of the biology and behavior of the modern species of 
Trypetesa, which have a bearing upon the development and the features of their 
borings, may be characterized following as taken from the reference data 
(HANCOCK 1849; DARWIN 1854; AURIVILLIUS 1894; BERNDT 1903; GENTHE 1905; 
NiLSSON-CANTELL 1921; KUHNERT 1934; TOMLINSON 1955, 1969a, b; GRYGIER 
& NEWMAN 1985). 

The body of modern Trypetesa species is of a flattened sac shape. This is 
achieved by the females only which bore into the gastropod shells. The pygmy 
males are attached to the female, in her anterior part, and they supposedly 
acquire solely a reproductive role. Most of their organs are reduced, and any 
digestive tract is lacking, so that they do not eat at all. Not stated in Trypetesa, 
but recognized in one species of Cryptophialus is the fact that the males may bore 
their own, accessory hollows within the female boring (see BATHAM & TOMLINSON 
1965, p. 150 and Figs 7-8). 
" The, boring process in modem Trypetesa species starts with chemical 

,dissolution when the cyprid larva settles upon the shell (see KUHNERT 1934). It 
adheres to the iImer surface of the ga&tropod shell, and thus the original part of 
the boring and the aperture of the adult forms are visible from that very side of 
the shell (see Text-fig. 3). 

Further enlargement of the boring, after the metamorphosis, progresses 
mechanically through the action of chitinous teeth or thorns which are studding 
the mantle surface, and are renewed with each molt. The abrasive teech operate 
due to rhythmic strokes of the body. In result, fine striae radiating more or less 
regularly from the place of animal's attaclup.ent (i. e., the homy knob; see 
Text-fig. 3), appear on both sides of the boring. The growing cirripede fills the 
boring tightly so that the boring itself reflects quite precisely the shape of the 
animal body (see GRYGIER & NEWMAN 1985, Fig. 8/llI). 

The boring is successively enlarged both on- and downwardly. An onward, 
that is posterior in accepted terminology (see Text-fig. 3), direction is responsible 
for the widening of the aperture, but this is associated with a slight twist, what 
gives the aperture a virguloid appearance. The older, thinner part of the aperture 
(that is anterior, see Text-fig. 3), called the peduncular slit, is plugged with the 
homy knob through which the cirripede attaches to the boring, and which is not 
shed off at time of ecdysis. The younger, more oval part of the aperture makes up 
an orificium (see Text-fig. 3). 

Alongwith the aperture, especially at its middle part, a bourrelet composed of 
calcareous laminae (mechanically ground, or secreted material) may develop on 
one or both of its sides (see TOMLINsoN 1955, 1969a, b; GRYGIER & NEWMAN 
1985). 
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A downward. enlarg~ment of·the boring realizes at various arigies and 
directions. Oiigirialiy, it pFog'tessesverticaIly; that is in the sagittal plane of the -. 
aperture. Further on,it acquires both on- and backward component in Trypetesa 
lampas (HANCOCK}; as indicated by GRYGIER & NEWMAN (1985, Fig. 8/IIIa-b), 
but in Trypetesa lateralis TOMLINSON the boring slants to the right, to achieve 
horizontal position within the gastropod shell (i. e., parallel to the inner surface 
of the shell). A sufficient thickness of the gastropod shell is believed to be the 
main selective requirement for the substrate, because the horizontal boring is 
placed just at the inner surface of the shell, to such an extent that its outline is 
easily seen through a thin, residual portion of the shell. 

This part of the Trypetesa body which almost contacts the inner surface of the 
gastropod shell is called right, and the opposite one being left (TOMLINSON 1955). 
The left side is thus relatively distant to the outer surface of the gastropod shell, to 
which an external mantle flap of the body may bore an elongated, vent-like hole. 
This vent-hole drilling is shaped like a flattened pipe, slightly sinuous, and it 
pierces out the shell to produce an elongated perforation, called the accessory 
exit, to the outer surface (see photos of casted borings in SEILACHER 1969, PI. 4: 
the vent-hole drilling molded as a projected lath). In Trypetesa lateralis 
TOMLINSON such a drilling realizes in some specimens only, whereas in T. lampas 
(HANcOCK) and other species of the genus it is unknown. 

The function of the vent-hole drilling in Trypetesa lateralis TOMLINSON has 
long been a niatter of discussion. 

Formerly, TOMLINSON (1955, p. 113) noticed an outwardly directed movement of water through it, 
whereas SEIlACHER (1969) ascertained the two, quite opposite thinkings, one about an inward motion 
from the perforation "through which water can enter directly from the outside to the quarters of the 
dwarfmales" (SElLACHER 1969, p. 715), and another one, about "an outside exit for the dwarfmales" 
(SElLACHER 1969, p. 717). 

As recognized later by TOMLINSON (1969a), the accessory exit appears only in some adult 
specimens, that is the females, the majority of which were provided with the attached males. 
Nevertheless, the other females, much smaller in number, had the accessory drilling but no males. 
A few specimens, though provided with the males, did not produce the discussed drilling (see 
TOMLINSON 1969a, pp. 14-17 and Fig. 36c). 

To sum up, the formation of the external mantle flap still remains unclear in 
respect to whether and how it serves to the males attached actually near the 
proximal end of this mantle flap. Anyway, as apparent from observations 
reported by TOMLINSON (1969a) the water, due to rhythmic strokes of the animal, 
is pumped through the exit in both directions, regardless of the male being. A new 
ecological interpretation of the nature of this accessory perforation will be given 
hereafter, when description of the investigated material is presented. 

SYSTEMATIC ACCOUNT 

As it is apparent from the foregoing description of the fossil acrothoracican 
borings from the Korytnica Basin, their overall structure, which is well defined in 
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Fig~4 -

-Slockdiagram, to show Space'orien-
- tation of the Ijght,sided, fe1Ilale bOring -
of Trypetesa polonica sI'. n., -viewed 
froni the inner surface of the gastropod 
shelL (c.ompare Text~fi$. _ 3; abbrevia-

- tiohs'''arec the same: V ~-vestibule, 
-, '., cli.."...:. chamber) 

. "-::.1".: .. :. 

.. ... ~'. .. )'-

, " ,The chamber is generally fan-shaped,and typicllny exteriqedtoi~~.righi:~f the-apert~re [ if we take .. 
, suctt orientation as use4 by TOMUNSON (1955) who deScribes itby:vieWingthe ~eiil!,fioin tlieiC 

, ,apei"tllres (sf!e Text-figs 3;-4); thu~, llU photos don<; fr.QI)ithe ou~~: o(.tb.~g!istropod ~~ (e: g.;Pi. 1, 
Figs la-b and 2a-2b; Pt. 3,.Figs 1-7;' etc.) '0ffer,li{ 0l'positeorien~on; as·haviag~ taken 
lhroughout the removed bottom of the ·1:>orirtgJ,. with a-teIi4eri~to ~ keep its' adapertritat margin 
concordantly with the sagittal SOOtlon~f the aperture .(pL~,FigS'1 arici'S:6).Jn s~niespecimen~,the 
chamber more Qt1ess distins:tly,moyes to the left (Pt 3,i F~s ,i~3 and 1)., ',- ,'- - ,',-, ' 

In few s~ens;'both tbe\restibuleand thecl:!-ambclrate-ikfmtedtoih~teftottnt:~riu(e (Pt 3~ ... 
Fig. 4 and specimen 1 in Pt. 4, Fig. I), sometimes with_ a slight ext"entofthe chamber'to the 'right (Pt 3, ' 
Fig. 4); in the latter_case, the chamber acquires a lobate outline, and it may be said that oDly one of the 
lobes developed to the right.,' 

The whole surrace of the chamber is distinctly sculptured in 'tw~ different patterns. 
The "upper" sideis provided with more or less,continuous, slightly 'tle.xuo~$triae (cf TOMUNs6~ 

1955), sOme Qfwhich are additionally furnished with deep, denticle-like depressiQllS:(best visible iti PI. , 
3, Fig. 7). These denticle-like hollows may casually pierce throughoutthe"ppper.',waU QftP,ebQci-ng, 
producing thus the,minute punctures in the inner surface Qfthe gastropod shell (se~ Text-fig. 4; Pt 5, 
Fig. 3a; Pt. 6, Figs I and 5a). The striae are unifomiIy distributccf on the chamber'surface, bpt are 
variously spaced in particular specimens: in some, they are rather loosely spaced (pt. 3, Fig. 4), but in 
others they are quite dense (Pt. 3, Fig. 5). All the striae radiate from the anterior region of the aperture 
(i.e., the peduncular slit), and indicate a boundary between the vestibule and the chamber in the 
circumapertural part of the borings. Throughout the whole striated surface, indistinct growth lines 
marked by the irregularities of this surface are detectable (best visible in Pt. 3, Figs 3 and 5). The above 
mentioned denticle-like depressions appear at the intersection points of the growth lines and the striae 
(pt. 3, Fig. 7). The number of striae has been increasing during the animal growth, ranging from a few 
in young specimens (Pt. 3, Fig.1) to over twenty in the adults (see Pt. 3, Fig. 5). The new striae are 
always born as intercalatories (see Text-fig. 3 and,P1.3, Figs ,3-7), and thus they never bifurcate. 

The "lower" side of the chamber -is furnished SOlely by the· sparsely distributed denticle-like 
depressions, typically larger and deepe~ than those from the "upper" side of the ch8mber, and which 
tend to be arranged radially and concentrically from the same region as in the case of the "upper" side 
(pt. 4, Figs 3a and 4; PI. 5, Figs la-lb and 2a; Pt. 6, Fig. 36). 

In some specimens these denticle-like depressions are tailed with a slightly shallower furrow which 
vanishes before the successive depression is met alongby the radius of the chamber (see boring 2 in Pt. 
5, Fig. 2a). 

The' accessory exit 

In some specimens, in the "lower"side of the borings (left side ofToMuNsoN 1955) there appears an 
accessory drilling, called herein the vent-hole drilling, which is opened to the outer surface of the 
gastropod shell (see Pt. 5). This accessory exit is situated beneath the aperture, in the frames of the 
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vestibular region, and is oriented at an angle of about 50° - 600 to the aperture (compare Figs la and 
lb in PI. 5; see also Figs 2a and 3a in PI. 5). 

The vent-hole drilling is shaped like a flattened pipe, with rounded ends, and it is either almost 
straight (PI. 5, Fig. 2b), slightly curved (PI. 5, Fig. 3b), or more less flexuose (PI. 5, Fig. lc), when it 
reaches the outer surface of the gastropod shell. The shape of the drilling may change and, moreover, 
it may diminish when following from the "lower" side of the boring as far as the outer surface of the 
gastropod shell (compare Figs lb and lc in PI. 5). Extremely, the accessory exit may be very tiny, 
almost circular or slightly oval while the beginning of the drilling is slit-like on the "lower" side of the 
boring (compare boring 1 in Figs 2a and 2b of PI. 5). 

Due to abrasion subsequent to the cirripede's life the whole vent-hole drilling is often much 
enlarged, and then large, ordinary holes appear on the outer surface of the gastropod shell (compare 
Figs 4a and 4b in PI. 5). 

In a few specimens, the vent-hole drilling remained unfinished: it is really small, but well advanced 
in the vestibule, and it does not reach the outer surface of the gastropod shell (compare boring 3 in Fig. 

- 2a and its lack in Fig. 2b of PI. 5). 

b 

Fig. 5. Shape variability of the female borings of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. in apertural view: 
a-- holotype, with location of the accessory exit (AE) indicated (see PI. 5, Figs la-lb); b- juvenile 
specimen (see PI. 3, Fig. 1); c - adult specimen with the strongly developed right-sided chamber (see 
PI. 3, Fig. 5); d - adult specimen with almost equally developed sides of the chamber (see PI. 3, Fig. 
2); e -large, adult specimen with its right side distorted along the gastropod-shell suture, and thus 
displaying partly the sculpture of its "lower" side (see PI. 3, Fif. 3); f - specimen with the left-sided 

. vestibule and a major part of the chamber (see PI. 3, Fig. 4); all taken about x 4 
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or less equal distances between them (see Text-fig. 5 and PI. 3). They were thus formed during the 
periodical stoppage of the animal's growth which may be ascribed to the molting cycle. These growth 
lines correspond to the major ridges in the shell of the thoracic cirripedes which are usually formed 
one per ecdysis (see DARWIN 1854; these are the prominent ridges of BOURGET 1980). The sparsely 
distributed, finer lines in some borings of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. (see Text-fig. 5c and 5e; PI. 3, Figs 
3 and 5) may consequently be interpreted as formed during minor changes in the growth ratio, 
relatable primarily to the environmental stress (compare BOURGET 1980). 

On the other hand, it is likely to ascribe to the molting cycle the development of successive sets of 
calcareous laminae within the bourrelets (see PI. 2, Figs 2-5). 

Some borings of smaller size that occur singly and are devoid of the accessory exit are interpreted 
as produced by the juveniles (see PI. 2, Fig. 1; PI. 3, Fig. I; borings 4 and 5 in PI. 5, Fig. 2a; boring 5 in 
PI. 5, Fig. 4a). 

A peculiar feature displayed by the borings of Trypetesa polonica sp. n., and not as yet reported 
from the modern Trypetesa species, is that to bend the chamber at the sutural part of the gastropod 
shell. The chamber in the borings of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. is thus confined to the last whorl of the 
gastropod shell (or, its fragmented part), and it never encroaches upon the former whorl (see PI. 3, 
Fig. 3; PI. 4, Figs 1-2). This peculiar feature should be interpreted as a reaction of the cirripede against 
the presence of the periostracum, composed of conchiolin, and which was not pierceable by the 
cirripede. Another, certainly more vulnerable interpretation is that it was a matter of thermophilic 
sensibility ofthe cirripede in regard to the hermit's body which was contained (see below) in the whorl 
of a complete or broken shell. 

PLATE 3 

Trypetesa polonica sp. n. 

Shape variability of borings exposed by chipping-off a part of the gastropod shell (thus, oriented 
reversely to the apertural views in Text-fig. 5): 1-3 and 5-7 are right-sided specimens, whereas 4 is 

a left-sided one; detailed explanations in the text 

Arrowed are the anterior ends of the peduncular slits in particular borings, and closed by bourrelets developed along each side of the 
aperture 

1 - Juvenile specimen (outlined in Text-fig. 5b) in the shell of Ancilla glandiformis (LAMARcK). 
2 - Adult specimen (outlined in Text-fig. 5d) in the shell of Triton nodiferum LAMARcK, and 

displaying the chamber developed almost equally on both sides of the aperture 
3 - Large, adult specimen (outlined in Text-fig. 5e) in the deeply broken shell of Rostellaria dentata 

GRATELOUP, with its right part of the chamber deeply curved into the sutural part of the 
gastropod shell; fine growth lines are well marked 

4 - Adult, left-sided specimen (outlined in Text-fig. 5f) in the shell of Ranella marginata (MARTINI); 
the outline of the boring is partly indicated by a broken line 

5- Adult specimen (outlined in Text-fig. 5c) in the shell of Fusus hoessi PARTSCH, and displaying its 
chamber strongly developed: both dense striae and fine growth lines are well marked 

6 - Adult specimen in the shell of Fusus valenciennesi (GRATELOUP) 
7 - Adult specimen in another deeply broken shell of Rostellaria dentata GRATELOUP 

All photos x 5; taken by B. DROZD, M. Sc. 
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Fig. 6. Tiering of borings of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. in a gastropod shell presented in PI. 4, Fig. 
4 (numbering ofborings the same); the feature the best pronounced in the boring numbered 2 whose 
chamber is developed below that of 3, and influences the extent of the vestibule of 4 (the chamber of 
the latter is framed to that of 3); position of the accessory exit (A£) in the boring numbered 4 is 

indicated 

COMPARISONS 

As far as the borings of modern species of the genus Trypetesa are concerned, 
the newly established species displays a set of features different to that of any 
hitherto known species, although some features are common with those of one or 
more modern species (see Text-figs 7-8). 

The species Trypetesa lampas (HANCOCK, 1849), the type of the genus, 
produces the borings of comparable size, and attaining the diameter of 11 mm or 
more (BERNDT 1907 reports on some specimens even 2.5 times larger, distinguis-

PLATE 4 

Trypetesa polonica sp. n. 

1 - Two borings (numbered 1 and 2: their apertures are indicated by empty arrows) in the deeply 
broken shell of Terebrafuscata (BROCCHl), exposed by chipping-off a part of the gastropod shell; 
the boring numbered 1 is left-sided and it turns into the sutural part of the gastropod shell; the 
boring numbered 2 is stenomorphic, and is separated from the former by a narrow barrier (solid 
arrow) 

2 - Section, to show a part of the boring (chamber) in the sutural part of the shell of Clavatula 
asperulata (LAMARcK) 

3a-3b - Section, to show two borings in the shell of Ocenebra erinacea (LINNEAUS): 3a - Longitudinal 
section, to show the vestibule (v), and the chamber (c) sculptured by denticle-like depressions; 3b 
- Slightly oblique section, to show a thin, residual portion of the gastropod shell on the right 
side of the chamber (c), and the position of the vestibule (v) 

4 - Group of four borings (in apertural view), whose "upper" walls of the chambers are partly 
removed, to show a tiering arrangement of the borings (see Text-fig. 6) in the shell of Clavatula 
laevigata (EICHWALD); apertures ofborings numbered 1 and 2 are magnified in Pl. 2, Figs 3 and 4, 
respectively; the boring numbered 3 is stenomorphic; the boring numbered 4 (empty arrow 
points to the left margin of its aperture) is provided with the accessory exit (solid arrow) 

5 - Two neighboring borings (numbered 1 and 2), separated by a narrow barrier (solid arrow), in the 
shell of Euthria puschi (ANDRZEJowsKl); the borings exposed by chipping-off a part of the 
gastropod shell; both vestibules (v) and chambers (c) are partly preserved 

All photos x 5: taken by B: DROZD, M. Se. 
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hed as Alcippe lampas gigantea; see TOMLINSON 1963, 1969a, pp. 127-128; 
TURQUIER 1985, 1987). The borings are always developed much more anteriorly 
in regard to the aperture (see HANCOCK 1849, PI. 8, Figs 1-2; DARWIN 1854, PI. 22, 
Fig. 3). As may be ascertained from the shape and structure of the cirripede body 
(see HANCOCK 1849, PI. 8, Figs 3-5; DARWIN 1854, PI. 22, Fig. 1) the borings 
should typically be symmetrical (see also TOMLINSON 1969a; TURQUIER 1976, 
1987), although some highly distorted forms may also appear (see DARWIN 1854, 
PI. 22, Fig. 2; TURQUIER 1967, Fig. 1). The borings provided with an accessory 
exit remain as yet unknown. 

The species Trypetesa lateralis TOMLINSON, 1953, produces borings ofamuch 
smaller size, attaining not more than 5 mm of the greatest diameter. The borings 
are uniform in their outline, not bipartite, extending exlusive1y to the right from 
the aperture, and not stretching either anteriorly or posteriorly beyond it (see 
TOMLINSON 1953, Fig. 1; and 1955, Fig. 20). The borings provided with an 
accessory exit are common. 

The species Trypetesa habei UTINOMI, 1962, from Japanese off shores, 
produces borings of a moderate size (the holotype is 7 mm long), but the largest 
specimens attain even 20 mm; the borings are located almost exclusively within 
the columella, but some specimens were also noted in the sutures of the 
gastropod shells (see UTINOMI 1962, 1964) and in the floor of the last whorl 

PLATE 5 

Trypetesa polonica sp. n. 

la-le - Holotype: the boring in the shell of Fusus hoessi PARTSCH; la - Apertural view: "upper" wall 
of the boring is partly removed; lb - The same, with the chamber almost completely exposed 
(empty arrow points to the apertural margin, the same as in Fig. la), to show the accessory exit 
(solid arrow); le - Accessory exit (arrowed) on the outer surface of the gastropod shell 

2a-2b - Group of five borings in the deeply broken shell of Sveltia inermis (PUSCH); 2a - Apertural 
view: "upper" wall of the chambers is partly removed (apertural margins in borings 1, 2 and 
3 are indicated by empty arrows; a thin barrier between borings 2 and 3 is indicated by the 
smaller, solid arrow), to show the accessory exits (solid arrows): in the stenomorphic boring 
numbered 3 the accessory exit remains unfinished (solid arrow, rimmed white); the borings 
numbered 4 and 5 are juvenile; 2b - Outer surface of the gastropod shell, to show accessory exit 
of the borings numbered 1 and 2; unfinished vent-hole drilling of the boring numbered 3 does 
not pierce out the gastropod shell; the juvenile borings (4 and 5) not detectable 

3a-3b - Boring in the shell of Clavatula asperulata (LAMARcK); 3a - Apertural view, to show fine 
punctures on the inner surface of the gastropod shell ("upper" wall of the chamber is partly 
damaged), and the position of the accessory exit (double asterisked); 3b - Accessory exit on the 
outer surface of the gastropod shell (arrowed) 

4a4b - Group of five borings in the shell of Fusus hoessi PARTSCH; 4a - Apertural view, in partly 
sectioned gastropod shell: the borings numbered 1, 2 (associated with a juvenile, numbered 5), 
and 3 are oriented in a wing-like series; 4b - Outer surface of the gastropod shell, to show 
heavily damaged accessory exits of four borings 

All photos x 5; taken by B. DRom, M. Se. 
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From the above review it is apparent that such set of features as the lateral development of the 
body, its extension anteriorly, a larger size, and the presence of the external mantle flap, distinguishes 
Trypetesa polonica sp. n. from other species of the genus. Of the five modem species of that genus, 
comparable are (see Text-figs 7-8) only two, Trypetesa lampas (HANCOCK, 1849) and T. lateralis 
TOMLINSON, 1953, the three others being confined exclusively to the columella, and thus much 
deviating in their shape. Of tlle two comparable species, Trypetesa polonica sp. 11. shares its features 
more pronouncedly with T. lateralis TOMLINSON (lateral development of the body, the presence of the 
external mantle flap) than it does with T. lampas (HANCOCK), to which it closes by less important 
features (comparable size, anterior extension of the body). 

Consequently, the newly established species Trypetesa polonica sp. n. is 
thought to have belonged to the same stock of species as does T. lateralis 
TOMLINSON, 1953, to which it is most likely an ancestor. 

When discussing the taxonomy of the modern Trypetesa species, TURQUIER 

(1976, pp. 572-573; see also TURQUIER 1987) postulates a distinction of the three 
groups of species, possibly of the subgeneric rank, as follows: 
- the group of rather larger species, with weak or no torsion: T. lampas (HANCOCK, 1849), T. habei 

UTINOMI, 1962, and T. spinulosa TURQUlER, 1976; 
- the species living within the columella, much distorted: T. nassarioides TURQUIER, 1976; 
-the species of rather smaller size, lateral development of the body, with the external mantle flap: T. 

lateralis TOMLINSON, 1953. 

If this suggested taxonomy were accepted, the newly established species, 
Trypetesa polonica sp. n., would evidently belong to the third of the indicated 
"subgeneric" groups. 

As compared to the mode of occurrence in modern species of the genus 
Trypetesa, the studied material displays some differences which are apparently of 
no taxonomic importance~ Firstly, the maximum frequency of Trypetesa 

a b c 

Fig. 7. General organization of the female borings in comparable species, apertural view: 
a -- Trypetesa lampas (HANCOCK, 1849) [taken/rom: TOMLlNSON (1976a, Fig. 34c)], b - Trypetesa 
la/eralis TOMLINSON, 1953 [taken/rom: TOMLINSON (1955, PI. 4, Fig. 20)], c- Trypetesa polonica sp. n. 

(position of the accessory exit is indicated) 
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polonica sp. n. in one gastropod shell is distinctly smaller than reported in 
Trypetesa lampas (HANCOCK), e.g. by BOEKSCHOTEN (1966) who counted over 
ninety specimens in a shell of the whelk from the Dutch coast. Secondly, 
a frequent association of the spat located nearby adult specimens, of the latter 
species and occurrence as also stated by BOEKSCHOTEN (1966), has been recovered 
in Trypetesa polonica sp. n. only once (see PI. 2, Fig. I). 

Fig. 8. Comparative modern species of the family Trypetesidae 

a - Trypetesa lampas (HANCOCK, 1849); taken from GENTHE (1905, PI. 11, Fig. 5), 
b - Trypetesa habei UTINOMI, 1962; taken from UTINOMI (1964, Fig. 2), 

c - Trypetesa spinulosa TURQUIER, 1976; taken from TURQUIER (1976, Fig. 1B), 
d - Trypetesa nassarioides TURQUIER, 1967; taken from TOMLINSON (1969a, Fig. 37a), 

e - Convergent trypetesid Tomlinsonia asymetrica (TURQUIER & CARTON, 1976); taken from TURQUIER 
& CARTON (1976, Fig. lA) 
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When location of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. in gastropod shells occupied by 
hermit crabs is apparent, a selection of the high-spired shells also becomes 
obvious. These were the shells in which the hermit crabs could emplace their 
bodies the best. 

A superficial wear of many gastropod shells bored by Trypetesa polonica sp. 
n. has resulted both from their mechanical abrasion and/ orbioerosion prior to 
the hermits' settlement, as well as from their further damage by the hermits' 
commensals (see Table 1) and by their dragging by the hermits themselves over 
the sea bottom (see BALUK & RADWANSKI 1979b, p. 249 and PI. 8, Fig. 2). 

Concerning the time of action of the organisms to which the gastropod shells 
were the substrate, it is most likely that the rock-borers (see Table 1) have settled 
prior to the usage of these shells by the hermit crabs, though the otherwise aged 
specimens are also present (see PI. 1, Fig. 2b: boring of Polydora ciliata younger 
than Trypetesa). A time ofthe settlement of various epizoans (see Table 1) cannot 
be precisely indicated, and the same may be said about the squatter, Crepidula 
crepidula (LINNAEUS), which is the rarest guest of the Trypetesa-infected shells 
(see Table 1). 

The latter inhabitant of the gastropod shells, Crepidula crepidula (LINNAEUS), has always been 
noted in the Korytoica Basin as having been confined to empty shells, long resting free on the sea 
bottom and/or partly anchored in it (see BAwK & RAOWANSKI 1977, 1985). In modern environments, 
Crepidula was however observed as often present in shells taken by the hermit crabs and infected by 
Trypetesa lampas (HANCOCK) along the Atlantic shores of the United States (GENTHE 1905, p. 182). 
Another Crepidula species, C. grandis (MIDOENDORF), that occasionally lives inside the shells inhabited 
by the hermit crabs has recently been recorded also from Japan (VERMEIJ 1989). Some more examples 
of similar behavior are briefly discussed by the latter author (VERMEIJ 1989, p. 89). 

Thebathymetric conditions under which Trypetesa polonica sp. n.lived in the 
Korytnica Basin are recognized as shallow sub littoral up to almost sub tidal (see 
Text-fig. 2 and BALUK & RADWANSKI 1977). 

To sum up, the data on the life habitat of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. indicate 
that the occurrence of these acrothoracican cirripedes was confined to the 
gastropod shells occupied by the hermit crabs, and distributed throghout the 
shallowest parts of the Korytnica Basin. Such a habitatwas thus identical to that 
displayed by all modern species of the genus Trypetesa. 

All the hitherto presented reports on the modern Trypetesa species clearly 
speak about their occurrence within the columella and the inner side of the last 
whorl of gastropod shells occupied by hermit crabs. Such very gastropod shells 
are called either pagurized (SEILACHER 1969), or hermitted as suggested by 
Professor W. A. NEWMAN and used in the subsequent chapters of this paper. 

Ofthese modern species, Trypetesa lampas (HANCOCK, 1849) is known from common occurrences 
in the Atlantic province. In Europe it ranges from the British Isles, English Channel and Dutch coast, 
through the North Sea to the west coast of Sweden (HANcoCK 1849; DARWIN 1854; AURIVILLIUS 1894; 
BOEKscHOTEN 1966; TURQUIER 1967, 1987). In a disjunct region, it also appears in the Mediterranean 
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Sea (BERNDT 1907, TURQUIER 1987). From the western Atlantic, it is known from the United States 
shores (GENTIlE 1905, NEWMAN 1979), the Mexico Gulf including (SPIVEY 1979). 

The other modern species are much restricted in their geographic distribution, as Trypetesa 
lateralis TOMUNSON, 1953, is known from limited occurrences in California (TOMLINSON 1953, 1955, 
1969a; NEWMAN 1979), T. nassarioides TURQUJER, 1967, from the French coast of the English Channel 
(TURQUIER 1967), whereas T. habei UTINOMI, 1962, and T. spinulosa TURQUIER, 1976, from Japan and 
Madagascar, respectively (UTINOMI 1962, 1964; TURQUIER 1976). 

A biological relationship between the acrothoracican cirri pedes Trypetesa 
and the hermit crabs in modern occurrences has originally (HANCOCK 1849, 
DARWIN 1854) been overlooked. It was first exposed by AURlVILLlUS (1892, 1894), 
and soon commented by GENTHE (1905). 

The nature of this relationship becomes clear when a reaction of the 
acrothoracican cirripedes to the removal of the crab is studied. 

As noted by AURMLuus (1894) and GENTHE (1905), the specimens of Trypetesa lampas (HANCOCK) 
cannot be kept alive very long after the hermit crab has been removed from the shell. This statement is 
contradicted, to some extent at least, by TOMLINSON (1969a) who reared specimens of Trypetesa 
lateralis in a cold box for over a year; under these laboratory conditions the studied specimens did not 
grow, however (see TOMLINSON 1969a, pp. 7 and 11). 

Under natural conditions, the biological relationship between Trypetesa and 
hermit crabs is always obligate, and it is now commonly accepted to fall into the 
category of commensalism (sensu AGER 1963), as first advocated precisely by 
GENTHE (1905, p. 183). 

When the above uniformitarianistic premises are taken into account, 
a commensal relationship between Trypetesa polonica sp. n. and the hermit crab 
must consequently be postulated. 

mE BEHAVIOR OF TRYPETESA POLONICA sp. n. 

As recognized above, the specimens of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. emplaced 
themselves in a part of the gastropod shell identically situated in relation to the 
hermit's body. It is therefore thought that Trypetesa polonica benefited from the 
presence of a hermit crab to whom it was the commensal, to the same extent how 
it realizes in all modern Trypetesa species. The cirripedes certainly gained from 
the water motion, induced by the hermit crab, oriented backwardly to the latter, 
and which was supplying food for the suspension feeding cirripedes. The water 
motion was reinforced by a pumping effect of the expanding and contracting 
cirripede body, which resulted in an active flow, along the external mantle flap, to 
the vent-hole drilling in the gastropod shell. 

It is to suggest that some specimens of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. could 
certainly survive in the case of hermit's escape for molting, or its death. This is 
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justified by the fact that the construction of a discarded gastropod shell, lying on 
the bottom and having been provided with a vent-hole drilling in its projected 
part, makes up a system in which, as a consequence of BERNOULLI'S principle, 
a passive flow of water must be induced from the shell interior towards the 
outside. Thisis the c!lse of fluid motion in any perforated construction situated 
within an active flow (projected tube, burrow in the bottom), of either liquid or 
gas, and it is well exemplified in a spectacular way by the ventilation of 
continental burrows of the prairie dogs in open air (see VOGEL & BRETZ 1972, 
VOOEL & al. 1973, VOGEL 1978). 

The recognition of the passive flow mechanism allow to suggest that the 
above discussed function of the external mantle flap (see TOMLINSON 1955, 1969a; 
SEILACHER 1969) is just to produce a vent-hole drilling which would be able to 
involve a "prairie-dog's effect" ensuring the cirripede survival when the 
commensal partner (i. e., the hermit crab) becomes absent from the habitat (i. e., 
from the gastropod shell). As concerns the studied specimens of Trypetesa 
polonica sp. n., it is consequently interpreted that the specimens provided with 
the vent-hole drilling are those which survived after the loss of their commensaI. 
Such specimens, not very common in the environment, had to drill a vent-hole to 
involve a passive flow of water ensuring a supply offood for their further life. The 
presented interpretation allows to understand why any vent-hole drilling is 
missing in specimens which bored within the columella of the gastropod shell. As 
all these specimens were located near the aperture, they always met sufficient 
motion of water, and thus, they did not need to produce an additional opening 
even if the partner had been lost. 

The orientation of the studied borings of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. is low. The 
specimens occurring within the columella are preferentially oriented with their 
peduncular slits up the gastropod whorls (see PI. 6). In specimens located in the 
outer part of the whorl such an· orientation is not distinct. The specimens 
occurring in groups, and which may thus be interpreted as growing more or less 
coevally (e. g. those with the spat; see PI. 2, Fig. 1) slightly tend to radiate rather 
than to parallel each other. In smaller groups, several specimens may tend to 
locate parallelly or in a wing-like series (see PI. 1, Figs 2c and 4). Generally, it 
cannot be indicated whether such a poor orientation might have resulted from 
competition with the conspecificans in the water flow induced by the hermit crab. 
Anyway, this water flow was likely micro turbulent rather than laminar in which 
a rheotaxy of the borings should be expected. 

BEHAVIORAL EVOLUTION OF THE GENUS TRYPETESA 

The newly established species Trypetesa polonica sp. n. is very close to the 
modem species T.lateralis TOMLINSON, to which it is claimed to be an ancestor. It 
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The newly recognized acrothoracican species, Trypetesa polonica sp. n., has 
tended to occur rather singly or in patches of several specimens within some of 
the gastropod shells distributed throughout the Korytnica Basin. This contrasts 
with a mass infestation of the hermitted shells by the present-day Trypetesa 
species, T. lampas (HANCOCK) particularly (see HANCOCK 1849, DARWIN 1854, 
GENTHE 1905, BOEKSCHOTEN 1966), and with ancient examples ofhermitted shells 
colonized by the acrothoracicans other than Trypetesa (see ZAPFE 1936; and 
SElLACHER 1969, Fig. 6a). A low frequency of Trypetesa polonica sp. n. in the 
Korytnica Basin and in its particular shells has however been balanced by the 
remarkable size of particular specimens, the largest of which have lived rather 
singly (see Table 1 and PIs 3 and 6). 

An inferred occurrence of the hermit crabs to which Trypetesa polonica sp. n. 
was commensal, enriches the spectrum of structures attributable to life activity of 
diverse crabs in the Korytnica Basin (see FORsTER 1979). Their activity is well 
manifested in the middle and upper to uppermost parts of the Korytnica Clays 
sequence, that is, the same in which Trypetesa polonica sp. n. does occur (see 
Text-fig. 2); The predatory attacks of the hermit crabs upon the gastropods and 
scaphopods are here recorded in many shells, the owners of which have either 
fallen or, quite often, survived and could then regenerate their damaged shells 
(see RAnWANSKI 1969, 1977; BAWK. & RAnWANSKI 1977). 

On the other hand, the acrothoracican cirripedes follow the hydroids related 
to Hydractinia, the spionid polychaetes, and the boring ctenostomate bryozoans 
in the list of the commensals to the hermit crabs formerly reported from the 
Korytnica Basin (see Table 1; and KERN 1979; BAwK & RAnWANSKI 1979b, 
1984a). 

FINAL REMARKS 

The presented study gives the first account on the virtually defined ancient 
species of the genus Trypetesa NORMAN, 1903. This genus since the time when the 
first species attributed recently to it, Alcippe lampas HANCOCK., 1849, was 
established has been known over a century solely from this very species. A burst 
of new records on the modem Trypetesa species has begun in the fifties of this 
century, and resulted in the description of four species from various parts of the 
world: T. lateralis TOMLINSON, 1953, from California, T. habei UTINOMI, 1962, 
from Japan, T. nassarioides TURQUIER, 1967, from the French coast of the 
English Channel, and T. spinulosa TURQUIER, 1976, from Madagascar. 

The two reports on the ancient species of the genus, namely those given by 
JOYSEY (1959) and TOMLINSON (1963, 1969a) remain open to discussion upon 
their possible assessment to the genus. 
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columella of gastropod shells might have been quite accidental, but one should remember that some 
of the modern Trypetesa species are located within the columella exclusively. The latter specialization 
is thus thought as not having been yet displayed by the philogenetically older (Miocene) 
representatives of the genus. 

The occurrence of some left-sided specimens of Trypetesa polonica sp. n., instead ofthose typically 
right-sided ones, may indicate a tendency to unilateral, asymmetrical growth in ancient (Miocene) 
Trypetesa stocks, and which has been deleted in the modern Trypetesa species. This peculiar feature, 
anyway, is comparable to that displayed by the verrucimorph cirripedes in which both the right- and 
left-sided specimens are developing in equal numbers (see DARWIN 1854, RUNNSTROM 1926). 

The modern species Trypetesa lateralis TOMLINSON, 1953, well comparable to 
the newly established ancient species, is geographically confined to the Eastern 
Pacific, to which it is postulated by NEWMAN (1979) to be a short-range endemic 
of the ancient Tethys origin. The latter origin is quite evidently displayed by T. 
polonica sp. n. from the Korytnica Basin in Poland. Of other acrothoracican 
. borings known from the Neogene deposits of Europe, those first reported by 
ZAPFE (1936) are comparable to the modern species Lithoglyptes indicus 
AURIVILLIUS, whose Indo-Pacific provenience is obvious. Consequently, the 
recognized acrothoracican cirripedes in the Korytnica Basin in Poland, and most 
likely also the others from the Paratethys basins in Europe, those reported by 
ZAPFE (1936) including, are indicative of the Indo-Pacific influences in Europe at 
the Miocene time. In regard to the Korytnica Basin, this statement is compatible 
with conclusions drawn from the occurrence and bioprovince distribution of 
many components of its organic communities (see RADWANSKI 1975; BALUK 
& RADWANSKI 1977, 1984a). 

Institute of Geology 
of the University of Warsaw, 
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